Duo Al-Khayyat / Thiele
Ahlam Babiliyya - Babylonian Dreams
modern iraqi maqam music for Oud and Percussion
Tradition is to feed the fire, not to preserve the ashes.

Saif Al-Khayyat Oud
Nora Thiele Oriental Percussion
Saif Al-Khayyat and Nora Thiele met in Leipzig in 2002,
which marked the beginning of an intense musical
collaboration and friendship.
The latest CD and programme of this Duo “Ahlam
Babiliyya" (Babylonian Dreams), is an homage to the lost
cultural heyday of the babylonian empire and features
traditional Iraqi music as well as the duo’s own
compositions and improvisation. The focus is on conservation of traditional Iraqi maqam music as well as the
gentle renewal and further development of this style. This
musical duo manage to bring together tradition and innovation in a breathtaking manner, impressing with their
virtuosic collaboration and creating an intimate and mesmerising concert atmosphere with their artful playing.
Like a stream flowing into boundlessness, the rhythm of the drum carries with it the oud’s sighs, laments and
wildly gyrating cries of ecstasy. The moment itself is what stands at the heart of this project – a musical
meditation, an ornamentation of affects.
In 2015 the Duo Al-Khayyat/Thiele won the Creole World Music Price. The Jury says:
The musical narrative exhibited great virtuosity and impressed us, as well as the delicate interplay between the
musicians, who prove that you don't need a large ensemble in order to open musical worlds.
“Many are the illustrious artists who have taken it upon themselves to
modernise and expand classical Arab music: Marcel Khalifé, the Joubran
siblings, Mahmoud Turkmani and Dhafer Youssef, Rabih Abou-Khalil (…)
‘Ahlam Babiliyya’ can hold its own amongst such company. It is sure not
only to delight enthusiasts and connoisseurs of Arab music, but to help to
introduce this music to new listeners too. The album issues a convincing
riposte composed of music and poetry to counter the savagery that is sadly
widespread in today’s Mesopotamia.”
"zenith"
Zeitschrift für den Orient, Sept/Oct 2014, Veit Rasshofer
“Nimble, warm and clear as crystal – that's how to describe the sound of the
CD ‘Ahlam Babiliyya'. Music as ornate as the Arabic calligraphy that adorns
the cover.”
Grit Friedrich MDR Figaro, 8.10.2014
“A thoroughly successful undertaking. Hats off!” Folker 5/14
“A true delight. No European oud player’s collection would be complete without this CD! Saif Al-Khayyat and Nora
Thiele manage to bring together the Orient and the Occident with a distinct and unmistakable touch of the
medieval by means of a diverse array of European and global musical traditions. It is also a real pleasure to hear
that there still exist musicians who are veritable masters of a softer sound. On occasion one discerns the influence
of great forebears such as Mounir Bashir and Anwar Brahem, but even completely new compositions quickly lodge
themselves firmly in the listener’s head, giving rise to visions of Babylonian dreams.” Ulrike Askari,
http://kunst-und-kultur.al-maqam.de

Biographies

Saif Al-Khayyat was born in 1977 in Baghdad. He studied classical
Arab lute from 1992 to 1998 at the Baghdad Conservatory. His
teachers included Sami Nasim, among others. During his studies, he
concentrated on playing as a soloist with the ‘Amasi Al Sharq’
orchestra and composing songs for church choirs. He left Iraq in 1999
for Germany, where he found a new home and the opportunity to
further develop himself musically. Saif Al-Khayyat founded the
oriental jazz ensemble ‘Ho-Jazz’ in Leipzig, bringing Arab classical
music and jazz together. He has appeared, among other places, at the
‘Lute Festival’ in Dresden, the ‘Quedlinburger Musiksommer’
(Quedlinburg Summer of Music) and the ‘Leipziger Jazznachwuchsfestival’ (Leipzig Jazz Festival for Young Talent).
www.oudmusic.de
Nora Thiele (*1981) is a distinctly versatile percussionist who is much
in demand and who has made a name for herself in the international
frame drum scene thanks to her compelling stage presence and her
unique sound. As a musician she moves seamlessly between the
genres of old music, world music, jazz and improvisation. Traditional,
experimental and classical music feature in her repertoire in equal
measure. Her musical work is concerned above all with sounding out
the intersections, boundaries and connections among genres, epochs
and cultures. A freelance musician in Berlin, Nora Thiele composes
pieces for frame drums and other chamber music. She has performed
throughout Europe, the Middle East and China as a soloist and with various ensembles. Nora Thiele has
contributed to over 30 CD productions and provides instruction in oriental and historical percussion.
www.norathiele.de

Contact/Booking
Nora Thiele 0049 / 179 45 56 126
info@norathiele.de

more info
http://www.norathiele.de/en/projects/duo-al-khayyat-thiele/
Making Of-Video
http://youtu.be/wayWpvJVVn4

